Meeting in Albania, October 2011

Participation in Fifth Balkan Symposium on Vegetable and Potato, 9-12 October 2011, Tirana

Fourth ERA 226 Workshop, 13-16 October 2011
Participation in 5th Balkan Symposium on Vegetables and Potato (5BSVP) Hotel International, Tirana, Albania, 9-12 October, 2011

Dr. K. Uzundjalieva made a presentation entitled: Pepper as a Target Object of SEE-ERA.NET Project (10.10.2011)

Dr. R. Rodeva presented the report Pepper diseases in Balkan region (11.10.2011)
Fourth ERA 226 workshop 13 – 16 October 2011
Visit to Agricultural University of Tirana, Faculty of Agriculture and Environment (13.10.2011)
Welcome report of Dr. Magdalena Cara
Visit of the National Genetic Bank of Tirana Agricultural University
Prof. J. Merkuri and Dr. M. Cara presented the scientific work of the Laboratory of Plant Protection in Durres.
Collection trip to pepper greenhouses and fields in Peza village
Greenhouse in the region of Lushnje (14.10.2011)

Sowing preparation
Salad and pepper plantations
Visit of the Center for Transfer of Agricultural Technology in Lushnje
The Director Dr. Pandeli Boçi introduced the background and research of the center.
Demonstration of pepper collection, created by Dr. E. Tome
Pepper greenhouse in Otllak village, in the region of Berat
Collection trip to villages of Korca region (15.10.2011)

A store with cultivar Gogoshare of private pepper producer from village Zvirine
Pepper field in Plast village

Demonstration of local cultivars

Sorokshare
Vethka
Elbasan
Last picture near to Albanian-Macedonian border before the departure of Serbian and Macedonian partners.
Prespa Lake area inhabited by residents with Bulgarian - Macedonian origin
Locations of native pepper accessions collected in Albania